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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERPaul Kennedy, award-winning author of The Rise and Fall of
the Great Powers and one of today’s most renowned historians, now provides a new and unique
look at how World War II was won. Engineers of Victory is a fascinating nuts-and-bolts account
of the strategic factors that led to Allied victory. Kennedy reveals how the leaders’ grand strategy
was carried out by the ordinary soldiers, scientists, engineers, and businessmen responsible for
realizing their commanders’ visions of success.In January 1943, FDR and Churchill convened in
Casablanca and established the Allied objectives for the war: to defeat the Nazi blitzkrieg; to
control the Atlantic sea lanes and the air over western and central Europe; to take the fight to the
European mainland; and to end Japan’s imperialism. Astonishingly, a little over a year later,
these ambitious goals had nearly all been accomplished. With riveting, tactical detail, Engineers
of Victory reveals how.Kennedy recounts the inside stories of the invention of the cavity
magnetron, a miniature radar “as small as a soup plate,” and the Hedgehog, a multi-headed
grenade launcher that allowed the Allies to overcome the threat to their convoys crossing the
Atlantic; the critical decision by engineers to install a super-charged Rolls-Royce engine in the
P-51 Mustang, creating a fighter plane more powerful than the Luftwaffe’s; and the innovative
use of pontoon bridges (made from rafts strung together) to help Russian troops cross rivers
and elude the Nazi blitzkrieg. He takes readers behind the scenes, unveiling exactly how
thousands of individual Allied planes and fighting ships were choreographed to collectively pull
off the invasion of Normandy, and illuminating how crew chiefs perfected the high-flying and
inaccessible B-29 Superfortress that would drop the atomic bombs on Japan.The story of World
War II is often told as a grand narrative, as if it were fought by supermen or decided by fate. Here
Kennedy uncovers the real heroes of the war, highlighting for the first time the creative
strategies, tactics, and organizational decisions that made the lofty Allied objectives into a
successful reality. In an even more significant way, Engineers of Victory has another claim to our
attention, for it restores “the middle level of war” to its rightful place in history.Praise for
Engineers of Victory “Superbly written and carefully documented . . . indispensable reading for
anyone who seeks to understand how and why the Allies won.”—The Christian Science
Monitor “An important contribution to our understanding of World War II . . . Like an engineer who
pries open a pocket watch to reveal its inner mechanics, [Paul] Kennedy tells how little-known
men and women at lower levels helped win the war.”—Michael Beschloss, The New York Times
Book Review “Histories of World War II tend to concentrate on the leaders and generals at the
top who make the big strategic decisions and on the lowly grunts at the bottom. . . . [Engineers of
Victory] seeks to fill this gap in the historiography of World War II and does so triumphantly. . . .
This book is a fine tribute.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Kennedy] colorfully and convincingly
illustrates the ingenuity and persistence of a few men who made all the difference.”—The
Washington Post“This superb book is Kennedy’s best.”—Foreign Affairs



“Superbly written and carefully documented . . . indispensable reading for anyone who seeks to
understand how and why the Allies won.”—The Christian Science Monitor “An important
contribution to our understanding of World War II . . . Like an engineer who pries open a pocket
watch to reveal its inner mechanics, [Paul] Kennedy tells how little-known men and women at
lower levels helped win the war.”—Michael Beschloss, The New York Times Book
Review “Histories of World War II tend to concentrate on the leaders and generals at the top who
make the big strategic decisions and on the lowly grunts at the bottom. . . . [Engineers of Victory]
seeks to fill this gap in the historiography of World War II and does so triumphantly. . . . This book
is a fine tribute.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Kennedy] colorfully and convincingly illustrates the
ingenuity and persistence of a few men who made all the difference.”—The Washington
Post “Kennedy has produced a fresh perspective on the war, giving us not just another history of
an overfamiliar conflict, but a manual of technical problem-solving, written in the clearest and
most compelling style, that could still prove useful to modern management today.”—The
Telegraph (UK) “This superb book is Kennedy’s best.”—Foreign Affairs “Paul Kennedy . . . has
thus achieved a notable feat in bringing a large dose of common sense, historical insight and
detailed knowledge to bear in his refreshing study of what might be called the material history of
the second world war. . . . This material history of strategy asks the right questions, disposes of
clichés and gives rich accounts of neglected topics.”—Financial Times“Paul Kennedy’s history of
World War II is a demonstration not only of incisive analysis and mastery of subject, but of
profound integrity, and a historian’s desire to celebrate not great leaders but the forgotten
scientists, technicians, and logisticians who gave us the tactical edge, without which the
strategic designs could never have been achieved.”—Robert D. Kaplan, author of The Revenge
of Geography “Kennedy’s fine-grained analysis and suspicion of any one single cause—like
cipher cracking, intelligence and deception operations, or specific weapons systems, like the
Soviet T-34 tank—permit him to persuasively array his supporting facts. . . . An absorbing new
approach to a well-worked field.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “A fresh and stimulating
approach.”—Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorPaul Kennedy is internationally known for his
writings and commentaries on global political, economic, and strategic issues. He earned his
B.A. at Newcastle University and his doctorate at the University of Oxford. Since 1983, he has
been the Dilworth Professor of History and director of international security studies at Yale
University. He is on the editorial board of numerous scholarly journals and writes for The New
York Times, Los Angeles Times, The Atlantic, and many foreign-language newspapers and
magazines. Kennedy is the author and editor of nineteen books, including The Rise and Fall of
the Great Powers, which has been translated into more than twenty languages, followed by
Preparing for the Twenty-first Century (1993), and The Parliament of Man (2006).Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneHow to Get Convoys Safely Across the
AtlanticThus was the stage set for Germany to fling into the Atlantic struggle the greatest
possible strength. . . . It was plain to both sides that the U-boats and the convoy escorts would
shortly be locked in a deadly, ruthless series of fights, in which no mercy would be expected and



little shown. Nor would one battle, or a week’s or a month’s fighting, decide the issue. It would be
decided by which side could endure the longer; by whether the stamina and strength of purpose
of the crews of the Allied escort vessels and aircraft, watching and listening all the time for the
hidden enemy, outlasted the will-power of the U-boat crews, lurking in the darkness or the
depths, fearing the relentless tap of the asdic, the unseen eye of the radar and the crash of the
depth charges. It depended on whether the men of the Merchant Navy, themselves almost
powerless to defend their precious cargoes of fuel, munitions and food, could stand the strain of
waiting day after day and night after night throughout the long, slow passages for the rending
detonation of the torpedoes, which could send their ships to the bottom in a matter of seconds,
or explode their cargoes in a searing sheet of flame from which there could be no escape. It was
a battle between men, aided certainly by all the instruments and devices which science could
provide, but still one that would be decided by the skill and endurance of men, and by the
intensity of the moral purpose which inspired them. In all the long history of sea warfare there
has been no parallel to this battle, whose field was thousands of square miles of ocean, and to
which no limits in time or space could be set.—S. W. Roskill, The War at Sea, 1939–1945As
Churchill and Roosevelt journeyed to and from Casablanca in January 1943, the weather in the
North Atlantic had become as violent as any experienced sailor could remember. For much of
December and January, huge storms at sea cramped naval and air activity. Merchant ships,
pounded by giant waves, had heavy cargoes breaking loose and sliding around inside their hulls.
Smaller warship escorts such as corvettes were tossed around like corks. Warships with heavier
upperworks and gun turrets rolled from side to side. German U-boats, when they surfaced, could
see nothing across the hundred-foot-high waves and were happy to submerge into quieter
waters or to head south. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of sailors were hurt, and not a few killed
by accidents or washed overboard. In some extreme cases, the commander of a convoy was
forced to order a return to base, or at least to send damaged ships back. General Sir Alan
Brooke (later Viscount Alanbrooke) records in his diary that he, the other British Chiefs of Staff,
and Churchill himself had their flight (or surface sailing) plans from London to Casablanca
changed time and again.The result, quite naturally, was that convoy activity upon the storm-
whipped North Atlantic routes was much less than normal in these midwinter months. Quite
separate from this physical interruption, there was a second and cheerier reason the regular
convoy traffic fell away at this time. Operation Torch itself demanded a vast number of escorts to
assist the occupation of the Vichy states of Morocco and Algeria—the Royal Navy contributed
160 warships of various types to it—and in consequence the Gibraltar, Sierra Leone, and Arctic
convoys had to be temporarily suspended.1 Since ships carrying Allied troops, landing
equipment, and immediate supplies were bound to get the highest level of naval protection, and
the Axis was ill-prepared for the Operation Torch invasion because of its obsessions with the
Eastern Front and Egypt, it is scarcely surprising that the invading forces met with little or no U-
boat opposition on North African shores.The other, understandable consequence was that
Allied losses to enemy submarine attacks fell dramatically during midwinter. If there were fewer



Atlantic convoys at sea in the first place, those that did sail, while battered by storms, were often
protected by the same lousy weather conditions. Some were routed far to the north in a sort of
great circle, trading physical damage by ice floes for distance from the wolf packs. The
Admiralty’s monthly toll of shipping losses captured this dramatic decline well. For example, in
November 1942 the Allies lost 119 merchant ships totaling 729,000 tons, and while many of
these vessels were sunk in more distant waters, off South America, those supply lines were also
part of an integrated effort aimed at sustaining and enhancing Anglo-American power in the
British Isles. The sinking of British oil tankers coming from Trinidad would, as a consequence,
hurt the buildup of the U.S. bomber groups in East Anglia; everything hung on command of the
seas.Because of the rough weather, U-boat sinkings in December and January fell to a mere
200,000 tons of Allied shipping, most of which also occurred on more southern routes (e.g.,
Trinidad to Gibraltar, to supply the Operation Torch armies). But the tallies for those months were
exceptional, for the reasons explained above, and thus when the prime minister and president
met at Casablanca they were under no illusion as to how serious the crisis over shipping losses
had become. The Allied merchant fleets had lost a staggering 7.8 million tons in the course of
1942, almost 6.3 million of which had been sunk by that most formidable weapon, the U-boat.
The amazing American mass production shipyards were still gearing up to full strength, but even
their output in 1942 (around 7 million tons) meant that total available Allied shipping capacity
had declined in absolute terms, and now had to compete with the even greater demands of the
Pacific War. By early 1943, therefore, British imports were one-third less than those in 1939, and
U.S. Army trucks and box-bound aircraft now competed with colonial foodstuffs, ores, and
petroleum for space on the endangered merchant vessels. This grim fact imperiled everything in
the European war strategy. It threatened the British war effort; if things got worse, it threatened
mass malnutrition for the islanders. The heavy losses suffered by oil tankers meant that only two
to three months of fuel remained in Britain’s storage tanks, but how could the country fight, or
live, without fuel? This crisis also threatened the Arctic convoys to aid Russia, and the
Mediterranean convoys to aid Malta and Egypt. It threatened, by extension, the entire Egyptian
campaign, for Britain could scarcely send military reinforcements via Sierra Leone and the Cape
of Good Hope to Suez if its own lifelines were being crushed. It even threatened unrest in parts
of East Africa and India that had come to rely upon seaborne food imports. And it absolutely
threatened the assumptions behind Operation Bolero (later renamed Overlord), which called for
a rapid and massive buildup of the U.S. Army and the Army Air Forces in the British Isles in
preparation for a second front in Europe; it would have been ironic to have sent 2,000 American
heavy bombers and millions of GIs to England only to find that they had no fuel. Churchill later
stated in his memoirs that, of all struggles of the war, it was the Battle of the Atlantic that he most
worried about; if it was lost, so too might be Britain’s gamble to fight on in 1940.In addition,
although the Admiralty did not possess an exact tally of the enemy’s U-boats, there did seem to
be an awful lot more of them. In the course of 1942 Allied warships and aircraft had destroyed
eighty-seven German and twenty-two Italian submarines. But the Third Reich was also gearing



up its war production and had added seventeen new U-boats each month during that year. By
the end of 1942, therefore, Doenitz commanded a total of 212 submarines that were operational
(out of a grand total of 393, for many were working up, training new crews, or receiving new
equipment), very significantly more than the 91 operational craft he had had (out of 249) at the
beginning of that year.2 Although victory in the Second World War was critically affected by each
side’s inventiveness, technology, and organization, not just by sheer numbers, the blunt fact was
that numbers did count. And by the time of the Casablanca conference it seemed that the
Germans were having greater success at sinking Allied merchantmen than the Anglo-American
forces were in sinking U-boats. Worse still, more and more U-boats were entering the fray.In the
months that followed, therefore, the prime minister’s nightmare appeared to be coming true. As
March and April 1943 arrived and the convoy traffic to the British Isles resumed at a higher rate,
so too did merchant ship losses. February’s total doubled that of the previous month, and in
March the Allies lost 108 ships totaling 627,000 tons, making it the third-worst month on record
during the war. What was more, nearly two-thirds of those ships were sunk in convoy; one was
no longer talking here of the happy U-boat pickings of individual merchant ships off the well-lit
shores of America early in 1942, or of the almost equally easy raids upon Allied shipping routes
in the South Atlantic. What was also truly alarming was that the losses had occurred chiefly
along the single most important convoy route of all, that between New York and Halifax and the
receiving ports of Glasgow and Liverpool. Between March 16 and 20 the greatest encounter in
the entire Battle of the Atlantic saw Doenitz throw no fewer than forty U-boats against the two
eastbound convoys HX 229 and SC 122. This epic fight will be analyzed in more detail below,
but the result was awful for the Allies: twenty-one merchant ships totaling 141,000 tons were
sunk, with the loss of only one U-boat. In the Admiralty’s own later account, “The Germans never
came so near to disrupting communications between the New World and the Old as in the first
twenty days of March, 1943.”3 These ever-rising losses suggested, among other things, that the
whole principle of convoy as the best means of defending maritime commerce was now in
doubt.The Strategic and Operational ContextThe British Admiralty’s problems were nothing new
in the annals of naval warfare. The protection of ships carrying goods at sea from hostile attack
is one of the oldest problems in the history of war and peace. Even at the height of the Roman
Empire merchants and consuls in Sicily and North Africa complained about the depredations of
pirates against the grain, wine, and olive oil trades. Fifteen hundred years later Spanish
commanders fumed at the plundering by Dutch and English raiders of their galleons bearing
silver and precious spices; only a generation or two afterward the Dutch found their long-haul
trade with the East Indies under French and English assault at sea. The age of European
expansion and then of the Commercial Revolution (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries) had
moved ever greater shares of national wealth onto precarious maritime routes. In the age of
Charlemagne, the dependence of rulers and peoples upon command of the sea was negligible.
By the time of, say, the Seven Years’ War (1756–63) it was critical in both the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans, at least for all advanced economies. If a west European nation lost control of the trade



routes, it was most likely also going to lose—or at least not win—the war itself. This was the
message of that classic work, The Influence of Sea Power upon History (1890), composed by
the American naval author Alfred Thayer Mahan.Mahan’s ideas influenced the admiralties of
Britain, Germany, Japan, the United States, and many lesser navies. The key belief was that the
only way to gain command of the sea was to have the most powerful battle fleet afloat, one that
would crush all rivals. Lesser forms of naval warfare, such as commerce raiding and cruiser and
torpedo-boat operations—la guerre de course—didn’t count for much, because they didn’t win
wars. It was true that during the Napoleonic Wars French predators had seized many
independently sailing British merchantmen, but once the latter were organized in convoys and
given an escort of warships, the sea routes were secure behind Nelson’s assembled fleets. The
same truth revealed itself, albeit at great cost, during the First World War. For three years, and
even though the Grand Fleet had command of the sea, Allied merchant ships steaming on their
own were picked off in increasing numbers by German U-boats. After the Admiralty was
compelled by the British cabinet to return to the convoy system in 1917, losses to enemy
submarines dropped dramatically. Within a short while, moreover, the Allied warships would
possess asdic (sonar), so for the first time ever they could detect a solid object under water.
Provided one had command of the sea on the surface, it was argued, one would also control the
waters below. A submarine would thus be as recognizable as the sails of a French frigate 150
years earlier. Such was the prevailing assumption of naval staffs in the years following the Treaty
of Versailles, 1919. Convoys, plus sonar, worked.4Before we examine how and why that
assumption was challenged by the renewed German U-boat threat during the first half of the
Second World War, a couple of very important, though clashing, strategic-operational
assumptions also need to be considered. The first of these, rarely articulated, is that one really
didn’t need to sink surface commerce raiders or submarines to win the maritime war. So long as
the Royal Navy shepherded without loss a group of fifty merchantmen from, say, Halifax to
Liverpool, it had won. The larger Allied strategy was to keep Britain in the fight and then to make
it the springboard for an enormous invasion of western Europe. Thus, if every transatlantic (and
South American, Sierra Leonean, and South African) convoy got to port safely without ever
encountering U-boats, the war was being won, ship by ship, cargo by cargo. Even if the convoy
escorts had to face a serious submarine attack but could beat off the predators, all would still be
well. The task of the shepherd was to safeguard the sheep, not to kill the wolves.The opposite
argument was that killing the wolves had to be the essence of Allied maritime strategy. It too had
its own logic: if the threat to the sea-lanes was forcibly removed, all would be fine and one of the
Casablanca war aims could at last be implemented. In today’s language, the prevailing
authorities cannot wait for terrorists to attack the international system but have to go and root out
the terrorists. In maritime terms, therefore, a navy charged with protecting its merchant ships
would either go on a submarine hunt or, an even bolder tactic, simply drive its convoys through
U-boat-infested waters and force the submarines to fight—and be killed.The first of these two
convoy strategies was clearly defensive; the second (whether submarine hunting or forcing the



convoys through) was equally clearly offensive. Both visions, it is worth noting, involved a tricky,
interdependent three-way relationship between the merchant ships, the U-boats, and the naval
and aerial escorts, not unlike the children’s rock-paper-scissors game. If the convoys could avoid
an encounter or have the U-boats beaten off, fine for them; if the U-boats could get at the
convoys without destruction from the escorts, fine for them; and if the escorts could destroy
enough submarines, fine for them.In the harsh world of the North Atlantic between 1939 and
1943, however, neither an Allied defensive operational strategy nor an offensive one was
possible on its own. The way forward had to be achieved by a combination of both options,
depending on the ups and downs of what turned out to be the longest campaign of the entire
Second World War. And this route was, geopolitically, the most important maritime journey in the
world. Of course the other Allied trade routes mattered, and all faced the same operational and
logistical difficulties, or sometimes (as with the Arctic convoys) even greater ones. But maritime
security across the Atlantic was the foundation stone of all Anglo-American grand strategy in the
European theater. With a look forward to the remaining chapters of this book, it is worth restating
the many interconnections. Winning this Atlantic battle preserved Britain’s own very large
military-industrial base. Britain was also the unsinkable aircraft carrier for the Allied strategic
bombing campaigns, and the springboard for the eventual invasion of western Europe. Britain
was the port of departure for most of the convoys to northern Russia and to the Mediterranean; it
was the source for the many troopship convoys that Churchill dispatched, via the Cape, to
Montgomery in Egypt and the Middle East. Controlling the Atlantic was the sheet anchor of the
West’s plans to defeat Italy and Germany.The top-to-bottom logic chain of Allied grand strategy
here is also unusually clear, a fine example of Millett and Murray’s concept of the multilevel
nature of “military effectiveness.”5 The political aim was the unconditional defeat of the enemy,
and the return to a world of peace and order. The strategy to achieve that purpose was to take
the war to the enemy by all the means that were available: aerial, land-based, naval, economic,
and diplomatic. This required decisive successes at the operational level, and in all the areas
covered in the chapters of the present book. It would be foolish to argue about which of those
operational regions was more important than others (even if the Combined Chiefs of Staff had to
do so as they wrangled over allocating resources); they all were part of Allied grand strategy.
What is incontestable, however, is that if the British, the Americans, and their smaller allies were
to reconquer Europe from fascism, they first of all had to have command of the Atlantic
waters.Yet control of that vital route was itself determined, in the last resort, by a number of key
technical and tactical factors. In other words, there is also in this story a clear example of a
bottom-to-top logic chain. Every individual merchant ship that was preserved and every
individual U-boat that was sunk by Allied escorts directly contributed to the relative success rate
of each convoy. The tactical success rates of each single convoy contributed to the all-important
monthly tonnage totals, and those monthly tonnage totals were the barometer to the winning or
losing of the Battle of the Atlantic. That operational battle, as we have argued, was key to victory
in western Europe and the Mediterranean. And winning in the West was a part of the strategic



tripos—victory in the West, victory in the East (Eastern Front), and victory in the Pacific/Far
East.The Battle of the Atlantic was an operational and tactical contest that hung upon many
factors. The first of these, from which all the others flowed, was the possession of efficient and
authoritative organization. This was so basic a point that it is often taken for granted, yet on brief
reflection it is clear how important were the structures of command, the lines of information, and
the integration of war-fighting systems. Both sides benefited greatly, of course, from the
experiences of the epic campaign in the Atlantic during the First World War, and by the
post-1919 lessons drawn from them. In terms of simplicity of command, Doenitz had it easier, for
the U-boat service was separate from the German surface navy, and it became easier still for
him when the failure of a squadron of heavy ships to destroy an Arctic convoy in the last days of
1942 led to an explosion of rage on Hitler’s part and to Grand Admiral Erich Raeder being
replaced as commander in chief of the entire navy by Doenitz himself at the end of January
1943. Doenitz decided to remain commander of U-boats, so as to keep control of submarine
operations, and it is evident that he found it much easier to obtain the Fuehrer’s backing than his
predecessor had. This did not mean that he had no organizational fights. There was a constant
struggle to gain the necessary share of war materials (steel, ball bearings, electrical parts,
antiaircraft weaponry) against the enormous demands of the Wehrmacht and the Luftwaffe. And,
as we shall see, Doenitz had the greatest difficulty in getting aerial support for his boats.
Nonetheless, it was an enormous advantage to have a single and very experienced authority
directing the entire U-boat campaign.Read more
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Bayard B., “Very good. Decisions, who made them, effective organizational structures, war-
fighting methods.. I thought this was a very good book on how the Allies (principally Britain and
the US) attained their victories over Germany and Japan in WW II. By that, I mean the decisions
that were made, who made them, and the organizational structures that allowed those decisions
to be implemented in an effective manner. This generally is not a book on battles and military
campaigns although it does mention them, but only in the sense of grand strategy – the means
by which victory was achieved.The book focuses in detail on how the Allies succeeded in five
major areas or themes:• The convoy battles in the north Atlantic between the German U-boats
and the British and American shipping, escorts, aircraft, and intelligence decrypts. The chapter
describes in detail the evolution of anti-submarine weaponry, the development of tactics, and the
deployment of long-range aircraft. Somewhat surprisingly, I felt, there is only a little discussion
on the American mass production of the 42 million tons of shipping. It’s almost as if this was just
a given.• The British / American strategic bombing campaign against Germany in 1942 – 1945
and the development of the long-range P-51 “Mustang” fighter plane.• The development of the
tri-service (land, naval, air) concept of amphibious warfare and its application in the
Mediterranean, the Normandy invasion, and in the Pacific.• The development of tactics by the
British, American, and Soviet armies to resist the German army “blitzkrieg” mechanized air-land
warfare method.• The overall development of US naval power to overcome the vast distances in
the Pacific. By 1944 the US was conducting naval war against the Japanese in the Central
Pacific and the Southwest Pacific, as well as simultaneously supporting a secondary war in
Burma and supplying China.The book frequently names the people who were responsible for
making the decisions and then (if necessary) fighting the various bureaucracies to implement
them. Sometimes no individuals can really be named – it was the overall organizational
structures that allowed critical decisions to be made and implemented.Based on the book’s title,
I had thought that it would describe the military – industrial efforts of the US and Britain and
perhaps the USSR during the war. In fact, very little is said on this subject.Occasionally, there is
some mention of German and Japanese war-fighting efforts at the strategic level. Most of it is
negative. The overall thrust of the book is that the German and Japanese leaderships just didn’t
make good decisions throughout the war. I have been reading about WW II for decades now and
I have become fascinated by this latter issue: why did the German and Japanese leaderships
consistently make so many poor decisions? What was it about their political and military
systems that allowed this? Some writers have asserted that democracy is just essentially
superior to totalitarian dictatorships but if that were true then the Soviet Union would have lost
the war. Yet the Soviet leadership learned from its mistakes and by late 1942 / early 1943 was
making reasonably good decisions. Kennedy suggests a few reasons: a “culture of
encouragement” that existed in the US and Britain and which was lacking in Germany and
Japan; a centuries - old British tradition of managing a world - wide empire that resulted in a



British government system that was inherently better at making grand decisions; and “a support
system, efficient feedback loops, a capacity to learn from setbacks, an ability to get things
done.” The implication is that Germany and Japan lacked these efficient feedback loops and
capacity to learn from setbacks. Maybe their governing systems and military leaderships were
just too rigid to enable them to fight a long war in which situations changed, requiring new
decisions and methods. Yet another explanation (perhaps simplistic) is that the German and
Japanese leaderships were just plain incompetent (see below).If you are interested in reading
other books that discuss why Germany lost the war and offer non-trivial explanations, then I
recommend the following:“War and Economy in the Third Reich” by Overy (1994). This is a truly
fascinating book on the German military – industrial economy before and during World War II. It
explores just about every aspect of the German economy that you might imagine and how these
issues affected the ability of Germany to wage war. I thought the best chapters were:• Chapter 6
“Hitler’s War Plans and the German Economy, 1933 – 1939;”• Chapter 8 “Hitler’s War and the
German Economy: A Reinterpretation.” This chapter investigates a central question of the poor
overall performance of the German economy during the war: why was there such a gap between
what Hitler wanted and what was actually produced? It’s a complex issue with many reasons.
Overy first explores the frequently alleged argument over the post-war decades that Hitler and
the German leadership had envisioned a series of short wars so that the German economy did
not need to be fully mobilized at the expense of the German civilian consumers. This is wrong.
Hitler had envisioned a massive expansion of the Wehrmacht and an associated equally
massive economic military – industrial expansion. For a variety of reasons that came together
and were never resolved and which are discussed here, the German economy was under –
mobilized throughout the war.• Chapter 11 “Rationalization and the ‘Production Miracle’ in
Germany during the Second World War.”The German war industrial economy administration at
the national level was in chaos throughout the war. This issue is discussed in detail in the book
“Design for Total War” by Carroll (1968). Fritz Todt and Albert Speer attempted to bring some
coherence and organization to the industrial war effort, but were only partially successful. In
1942 there were five "Supreme Reich Authorities" having various control or administration
powers over the war effort, along with assorted armed forces ordnance offices,
Plenipotentiaries, other government ministries, Commissioners, Committees, and Industrial
Associations. On top of that were the Nazi Party Gauleiters in their capacities as Reich Defense
Kommissars for their regions, the SS under Heinrich Himmler, and interventions from the Party
Chancellery under Martin Bormann. Chapter X "How Warlike a War Economy" and Chapter XIII "
Total War: The Prophecy Fulfilled" were the most interesting. Chapter XI "Mobilization, 1939: A
War of Each Against All" describing the dysfunctional military and civilian organizations for war
industry and economy and their collective inability to establish priorities is also fascinating if not
astounding.A must-read book on the German war economy is “The Wages of Destruction” by
Adam Tooze. This is the ultimate book on the German economy and military industry of WW II in
my opinion. It discusses financial, industrial, technological (especially regarding the Luftwaffe),



mass bombing, and Nazi ideological issues. The analysis is superb. Numerous Figures and
Tables describe economic and military industrial production. Several Appendices provide data
on subjects such as German steel production and armaments production.The book “The Soviet
Defense Complex from Stalin to Khrushchev” by Barber and Harrison (2000), Chapter 5
“Wartime Mobilization: A German Comparison,” provides a fascinating comparison of the slow
mobilization of the German wartime economy compared to the mobilization of the economies of
the US, Britain, and the USSR.Another book “Defeating Hitler” by Winter (2012) is also useful. It
was written in 1945 and is based on British intelligence assessments during the war and
interviews with key German military and industrial leaders after the war. Section II “German
Weaknesses” offers some interesting insights or analyses as to why Germany eventually lost the
war. An entire chapter is devoted to “Hitler’s Personality.” His characteristics of obstinacy, refusal
to listen to facts or advice which ran contrary to his preconceived notions, and inability to
formulate and execute long-term plans are all addressed in relation to his record of consistently
poor decisions especially in the period 1942 – 1945. Section II Chapter II and Appendix IV
“Machinery of Joint Command” describe the weaknesses of the German military command
system comprising the OKW and OKH. Section II Chapter IV “Organization of German War
Production” offers a fascinating assessment of the German armaments industry during the war.
In conjunction with Appendix III “Nazi Machinery of Government” and Appendix VI “German War
Production” discusses the reasons for the overall inefficiency and disorganization of war
production. Albert Speer may have greatly improved output but there were institutional and
internal political factors inhibiting production that even he could not overcome. Page 191
contains an interesting statement: In postwar discussions with various industrial leaders
regarding alternatives that they failed to adopt, they frequently gave the response “That, in our
country, was politically impossible.”Finally, “The Secret Horsepower Race” by Douglas (2020,
page 429) contains a British assessment of the competency of the leadership of the Luftwaffe air
ministry (RLM) and general, staff OKL) based on post-war interrogations: “…[N]one of the men
occupying high military posts in Germany understood the true nature of science and technical
development or appreciated their primary importance in the conduct of a modern war. It is
curious that the Luftwaffe, the most technical of the services … was commanded by men who
only imperfectly grasped the essentially technical and scientific character of their force. The
responsible heads in the OKW and the OKL never had more than a layman’s conception of the
strategic and tactical potentialities, and operational possibilities, of an air force. …[T]he root
cause for their failure was incompetence, an innate incapacity to fill the requirements of their
office.”  Pretty strong stuff!”

Mal Warwick, “How did the Allies win World War II -- really?. What use is history?This question
has been kicked around for centuries, but I’m not certain that those who venture opinions about
it have bothered to ask a follow-up question: What do you mean by history?Most of what we’re
force-fed in school — even, all too often, in university courses — consists primarily of a recitation



of “facts” (dates, names, events, trends). To make matters worse, those facts typically revolve
around the reigns of kings and the battles they fought. That sort of “history” is not only boring, it’s
essentially useless.To be truly useful, I believe, a work of history must be informed with deep
knowledge of a particular event or period of time and include some judicious analysis of what’s
most important about it, so I can understand why things happened as they did — and cull
lessons from the experience that will help me make more intelligent judgments in the
future.Engineers of Victory, Paul Kennedy’s penetrating study of what mattered most in World
War II, is precisely that sort of book.Why and how did the Allies win World War II?Unlike the
superb story-telling about the war in Rick Atkinson’s brilliant trilogy and other books that bring
the period back to life but offer few if any judgments, Kennedy’s work — in a single volume, after
all — sifts through the accumulated evidence in official records and memoirs and the opinions of
other leading historians to arrive at conclusions about why and how the Allies really won the war.
It’s fascinating — and, in the end, it’s useful, because there are lessons to be learned about
management and leadership that can be applied in so many other spheres of work as well as
military planning.Kennedy focuses on the period from the beginning of 1943 until the middle of
1944, during which the Allies turned the tide in the war and set a course for victory. He explains
what happened then, and why, concentrating on five strategic campaigns: the Allies’ desperate
and protracted effort to clear the North Atlantic of German submarines; the Russians’
monumental resistance to the Nazi invasion (occupying three-quarters of Germany’s troops); the
war in the air in both Europe and the Pacific; the Allies frequent use of amphibious landings in
both theaters; and the strategy employed both in Russia and the Pacific to take advantage of
German and Japanese overextension.Some of Kennedy’s judgments challenge the
conventional wisdom about the conduct of the war:** For example, was the breaking of the
Germans’ Enigma code the “secret weapon” that won the war, as so much popular historical
writing has suggested in recent years? No way! The Ultra project, as the Allies called it, made a
valuable contribution by eavesdropping on the German general staff, especially in the late
stages of the war, but it was far from decisive.** Was the US and British strategic bombing of
Germany’s cities the key to victory? Not at all. In fact, Kennedy and many others, including some
senior commanders in the air war, judged the strategic bombing an utter failure.Did General
Douglas MacArthur win the war in the Pacific? No. While MacArthur’s drive from the far south to
the Philippines and points north chewed up enormous numbers of Japanese troops, the winning
strategy of the US rested more squarely on Admiral Chester Nimitz, driving from Hawaii to
capture Japan’s island outposts and provide a platform for the B-29 bombers to attack the
Japanese homeland.** Was the American entry into the war in Europe the decisive factor in the
Allies’ victory, as so many of my countrymen seem to think? Perhaps not. The war in Europe was
won on the plains of European Russia and in the North Atlantic sea lanes, Paul Kennedy
suggests. Clearly, the phenomenal output weapons and ammunition by US factories and the
addition of millions of American soldiers to the front lines were strategic factors. But it was Soviet
Russia who ultimately won the ground war against Hitler and the US and Britain together who



won the war on the seas and in the air.However, digging a little deeper, the true cause of the loss
of the war by the Axis (principally Germany and Japan) was their territorial overextension — in
other words, they bit off more than they could chew. Hitler’s thrust so deeply into Russia was
ultimately the death knell for the Nazi regime, as was the Japanese militarists’ foolish expansion
throughout China and in South Asia as far as the borders of India. Neither country possessed
the resources to defend all that territory.Another clearly significant factor was micromanagement
of the war from Berlin and Tokyo by Hitler and Japan’s Imperial War Cabinet. Again and again,
decisions made by those at the top — based on rigid ideology or flaring tempers — hindered the
Axis generals’ management of the war at the front. (While Churchill constantly intervened in
military decision-making, he proved to be a supremely talented strategist and was usually
proved right. Roosevelt trusted his generals and admirals.)So, who was it who really won the
war?The thesis of Engineers of Victory is that subordinate officers were the ultimate architects of
their militaries’ successes. These were the men whose brilliant inventions of new weaponry,
detection technology, or organizational design accounted for the breakthroughs in the field:**
The test pilot who insisted on installing the newest and most powerful Rolls-Royce engine in the
poorly performing P-51 Mustang fighter plane, eventually bringing it into service on the front and
delivering a devastating blow to the Luftwaffe.** The major general whose seemingly whimsical
inventions to turn his tanks into mine-sweepers helped make possible the Allies breakthrough
from the Normandy beaches.** The admiral who persuaded FDR to allow him to establish the
Construction Battalions (CBs or SeeBees) within the US Navy, a force that played such a critical
role in the Allies’ many amphibious landings, including Normandy.** The graduate students
whose breakthrough on sonar technology played such a large role in enabling the Allies to
destroy the Nazis’ U-boat fleet and free the North Atlantic for the merchant marine to save Britain
from starvation.** The admiral who was the organizational genius under Dwight Eisenhower,
designing and coordinating the Normandy invasion on five beaches simultaneously with
significant problems at only one.These are just a few of the many fascinating vignettes in
Engineers of Victory. For any student of military history — or anyone who seeks to understand
the most consequential event of the 20th century and the largest event in all human history —
this book is a must read.”

The book by Richard Rhodes has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 591 people have provided feedback.
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